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ABSTRACT 
We consider the strong and weak discrete maximum principles for matrix equa- 
tions associated with the elliptic problems. We also give some examples and an 
application to illustrate the usefulness of the discrete maximum principles. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the theory and applications of a wide class of real linear second order 
elliptic partial differential equations, the maximum principles play a basic 
role [8,16,17]. Let 0 be a bounded domain in the real m-dimensional 
Euclidean space R”, with boundary I. The second order elliptic partial 
differential operator 2 takes the form 
mu= - 2 cui,j(x) 
i,j=l 
where oi, j(~), pi(x), 1~ i, j < m, q,(x) are continuous in fi = &? U I?; co(x) 
>, 0; ai j(x) = aj i(x), 1~ i, j < m; and there exists a positive constant 6, 
such that 
5 ai,j(X)EiEj2ao g 6: in D 
i,j=l i=l 
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for all (tl,-i2,..., 5,) E R”. Let a/au = P r_lvi a/Jxi denote the outward 
directional derivative on the boundary in the direction P = ( vl, v2,. . . , v,) 
such that u 9 n > 0, n = (n 1, n2,. . . , n,) being the unit outward normal vector 
on the boundary. Then, the strong and weak maximum principles are stated 
as the following results [8, Chapter 3; 16, Chapter 21: 
THEOREM 1 (Strong maximum principle). Suppose that U(X) satisfies 
Zf u attains a nonnegative maximum G at an interior point of a, then, 
THEOREM 2 (Weak maximum principle). Suppose that u(x) satisfies 
THEOREM 3. Let u(x) satisfy 
Suppose that u attains a nonnegative maximum G at a bounday point P. Zf 
P lies on the boundary of a ball in Cl, then 
au 
-->o au 
at P 
unless u = G in a. 
REMARK 1. In the case where 9u = E:“j,,ai,j(x)d2u/ax, axi + 
~~=,~,(x)au/llx,, a nonnegative maximum G ‘in Theorems 1 and 3 is 
replaced by a maximum G. Also the conclusion in Theorem 2 is replaced by 
max xE~4~) G m=.,&x). 
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REMARK 2. The condition that P lies on the boundary of a ball in !J in 
Theorem 3 is called the interior sphere property at P of I. If this property 
is not satisfied, the conclusion of Theorem 3 will in general not be valid 
[17, p. 181. 
REMARK 3. Replacing u by - u in Theorems 1-3, we obtain the 
minimum principles. 
In view of applications to numerical analysis, the discrete maximum 
principles are particularly useful in the resulting matrix equations, which 
approximate elliptic boundary value problems by employing the finite dif- 
ference method or the finite element method. The weak discrete maximum 
principle, which is the discrete counterpart of Theorem 2, is well established 
[l-4,18]. Moreover, this is applied not only to linear boundary value prob- 
lems, but also to nonlinear boundary value problems [ll, 121. However, it 
seems to the author that in particular the discrete analogue of Theorem 3 is 
not yet established. 
The objective of this paper is to show the strong and weak discrete 
maximum principles and related results. Further, some examples are also 
presented to illustrate their usefulness. Finally, we give an application of the 
discrete maximum principles to the radiation cooling problem with nonlinear 
boundary conditions. 
2. DISCRETE MAXIMUM PRINCIPLES 
The discrete equations for the approximation of the elliptic boundary 
value problem are written in matrix form. First, we present some matrix 
notation [19, pp. B-231. Given a matrix A = (a i, j), 1~ i, j < N, we say that 
A is reducible if there exists a permutation matrix Q such that 
QAQ’ = [ ‘;I ;:::I, 
where t means the transpose, A,, i is an r x T submatrix, and A, s is an 
(N - r ) x (N - r) submatrix with 1~ r < N. If no such permutation matrix 
exists, then A is irreducible. We say that A is diagonally dominant if 
lgi<N. 
j=l 
j+i 
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Furthermore, A is irreducibly diagonally dominant if it is irreducible and 
diagonally dominant and the,following strict inequality holds for at least one 
i, (1 < i, < N): 
In order to derive the discrete maximum principles, we prepare a useful 
lemma on the irreducibility of a matrix. 
LEMMA 1 [15, p. 1031. An N X N matrix A = ( ai, j) is irreducible if and 
only if for any two distinct indices 1~ i, j Q N, there exists a sequence of 
rwnzero elements of A of the fm 
where i, i,, i,, . . . , i,, j are distinct. 
Consider the discrete approximation to the boundary value problem 
Here .%I is the boundary operator; for example, 
By Pi, l<i<N (or Pi, N+l<igN+M) we denote the nodal points 
which belong to Q (or I). The finite difference method or the finite element 
method with mesh size h leads to the following equations which approximate 
(I)? (2): 
f ai,jwj+ NkM ai,jwj=fi‘, lgi<N, (3) 
j=l j=N+l 
f ai,jwj+ LvkM ai,jwj=gi, N+l<i<N+M. (4) 
j=l j=N+l 
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Here (w,,w,,...,w,+,),(f,,f,,...,f,),(g,+,,g,+,,...,g,+,) are aP- 
proximate values of (U(P1),u(Pz),...,U(P~+~)), (f(P1),f(p,),...,f(p,)), 
(g(p,+,), g(P,,,+s), . . . , g(PN+M)), respectively. The matrices (u,,j)y 
l<i<N, l<j<N+M, and (Q~,~),N+~~~~N+M,~~~~N+M, are 
the approximations to the operators 9 and g!, respectively. Define sets as 
follows: 
LBN= {1,2 )...) N}, 
CzM= {N+l,N+2 )..., N+M}\%& 
In other words, gM is the set of indices of the boundary points which are 
connected with some interior point in the sense that a,, j # 0, and gM is the 
set of indices of the boundary points which are not connected with any 
interior points. Typically (but not always) gM is the set of indices of the 
corner points (see examples below). 
We are now in a position to show the discrete maximum principles for (3) 
and (4). 
THEOREM 4 (Strong discrete maximum principle). Assume that 
ai,i ’ O> ui, j Q O, i # j, l<i<N, l<j<N+M, 
NiM 
1 ui,j>O, l<i<N, 
j=l 
and that A = (ui j), 1 Q i, j G N, is irreducibly diagonally dominant. Let 
(w,> w2,***~ WN+M ’ ) sutisjij 
N+M 
c u~,~w~=GO, l<igN. 
j=l 
Zf there exists some r (16 T 6 N) such that 
max 
l<j<N+M 
wj = w, > 0, 
436 
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wj= w,, jEgNUFM, 
w.< WI, I’ j E cFM. 
Proof. Since A is irreducible, for any k (1~ k G N) there exists a 
sequence of nonzero elements of A of the form {u,,~,,u~,,~,,...,u~,,~} from 
Lemma 1. Thus we have 
IV + M N+M 
02 c a r,jWjzur,rwr+ C ur jwj 
j=l j=l ’ 
j#r 
N+M N+M 
> wr+ C ‘r,jwj= - C ‘r,jCwreWj) 
j=l j=l 
j#T j#r 
-“r,il(wr- “i,) - C ur,j (w,-wj)- f u,,j(w~-Wj)>O. 
jE%,h4 j=l 
j#r 
j#i, 
From the fact that a,, i, < 0, a,, i < 0, j E .S$, M, we get 
wi, = w,> 
wj= w,, j E E,M. 
The same arguments yield 
wii= wi = ‘. 2 . = wi,= Wk = w,, 
wi= w,, jeFi,M, i=i,,i, ,..., i,,k. 
Since k (1~ k < N) is arbitrary, we obtain 
wj= w,, jE9NV%?M. 
It is clear that 
w.< w,, I’ jEcFM. 
Therefore, the proof is complete. 
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REMARK 4. If A = (ai, j), 1 < i, j < N is a matrix satisfying all conditions 
of Theorem 4, then A-’ > 0 [19, p. 851. 
REMARK 5. For m = 2 and Y = - A (A the Laplacian), we consider a 
uniform mesh in both directions with mesh size h. For Pi E a, let Pi, - Pi, be 
the four nearest points of Pi, where Pi =(x1, ~a), Pi,=(rl + hi, ~a), pi,= 
(x,,x,+h,), Pi,=(r,-h,,~,), Pi,=(~1,“z-h,), O<hj~h,l~j~4. 
The finite difference operator - A,, for the approximation to - A is defined 
by 
2wil 2wi2 2wi3 2wi4 
-AhWi’ - h,(h,+h,) - h,(h,+h,) - h,(h,+h,) - h,(h,+h,) 
Then, the matrix (a i, j), 1~ i Q N, 1 Q j < N + M, associated with (5) satis- 
fies all the conditions in Theorem 4 [3]. For the finite element method with 
piecewise linear polynomials, all the conditions in Theorem 4 are satisfied if 
all the angles of the triangles in the triangulation are less than or equal to 7r/2 
[41* 
REMAN 6. In [lo, p. 4481, the strong discrete maximum principle for 
- Ah with a rectangle in R2 is discussed. 
THEOREM 5 (Weak discrete maximum principle [3]). Assume that 
ai,i ’ OY ai,j Q O> i # j, lgigN, l<j<N+M, 
NiM 
C ui,j>O, l<i<N, 
j=l 
and that A = (ai, j), 1 Q i, j < N, is irreducibly diagonally dominant. Let 
(w,, q,,. * * > wN+M) sutisfv 
N+M 
C u~,~w~GO, lgi<N. 
j=l 
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Then, 
max max 
l<i,<N+M N+l<j&N+M 
wi . 
> 
THEOREM 6. Assume that 
ai,i ’ O, ai,j 6 0, izj, l<ifN, lgj<N+M, 
N+M 
C ai,j>O, l<i<iv, 
j=l 
and that A = (a,, j), 1 Q i, j < N is irreducibly diagonally dominant. Let 
(w1,w2,. . . , wNtM) satisfy 
N+M 
c ai,jwj<O, l<i<N. 
j=l 
Ifthereexistsomer(N+l~r~N+M)andatleastoneq(l~qqN) 
such that 
max 
laj<N+M 
wj = w, > 0, 
N+M 
C a,,j>O, a,,jdO, j#r, l<j<N+M, 
j=l 
then, 
unless 
N+M 
c a, jwj>o 
j-1 ’ 
wj= w,, jEgNUgM, 
wj<Wr, jEcFM. 
Proof. Assume that 
N+M 
C a,,jwj<O. 
j=l 
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Then, we have 
N+M N+M 
j#r 
N+M 
a 
N+M 
=-_a ,,,(Wr-Wq)- C a,,j(w~-Wj)~o. 
j=l 
j#r 
j+cl 
From the fact a I, Q < 0, it follows that 
wq = w,= max Wi>O. 
l<jsN+M 
Since 1~ 4 G N, an application of Theorem 4 leads to 
wi=wq=wr, jEgNUwM. (6) 
On the other hand, it is clear that 
Wi<Wq=Wr, j E fzM. (7) 
Hence, (6) and (7) contradict the hypotheses in Theorem 6. Thus, we have 
N+M 
C a,,iwi > 0. 
j=l 
This completes the proof. W 
In the sequel, we say that the boundary point P, (N + 1~ T < N + M) has 
the discrete interior point property if there exists at least one q (1 d q d N) 
such that a, q # 0. 
REMARK 7. If Cy=+l”ai,i > 0, 1 G i G N, in Theorems 4-6 are replaced 
by C~~lMai,i=O, lgi<N, then maXiGisN+MWj=W,20 in Theorems 
4, 6, and max l~i~N+MWi~max{O,max,+,.i.,+Mwj} in neorem 5 
are replaced by maxi.i<N+M Wi = W, and mmi6iGN+M Wi Q 
ma,xN+i+__N+MWj, respectively. 
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REMARK 8. Replacing (w,, q,. . . , w~+~) by (- wl, - 2u2,. . . , 
- w~+~) in Theorems 4-6, we obtain the discrete minimum principks. 
3. SOME EXAMPLES 
In this section, we give some examples to illustrate the discrete maximum 
principles. For a given domain G? in R2 with smooth boundary IJ, P,, Pz 
denote the interior points of C! and P3- P,, denote the boundary points, as 
shown in Figure 1 with a uniform mesh (h = 1, N = 2, M = 10). We often 
use (5). 
EXAMPLE 1. 
-Ahu+u= -5 in a, 
u= -9 on r. 
smootll boundary 
FIG. 1. Uniform mesh of the domain (h = 1, hJ = 2, M = 10): (a) domain and 
directions, (b) finite difference, (c) finite element. 
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The finite difference method with mesh points in Figure l(b) leads to 
[ -1 5 -1; 510 0 -i 0 -10  0 -1 0 -10  0 -1 0 -1 0 0  1 
-a -8 --- 
-9 
-9 
-9 
X -9 = [ -5 I - ’ 
-9 
-9 
-9 
-9 
_-9_ 
In this case, LSN = {1,2}, VM= {4,5,7,8,10,11}, gM= {3,6,9,12}. Since 
max wj = w 1 d i ~ 12 1 = w2 = - 8, the assumptions of Theorem 4 do not hold. 
However, note that those of Theorem 5 hold. 
EXAMPLE 2. 
-Au= -3 in G, 
u=l on l?. 
The finite difference method with mesh points in Figure l(b) leads to 
4 -1; o-1 0 o-1 0 o-1 0 0 d 
-1 4; 0 0 -1 0 o-1 0 o-1 11 0 0 
_-_______I___-______-______-________________ 
-- i o&o 
-1 001 
0 -1 0 0 
0 0000000 1 
0 0000000 1 
1 0000000 1 
1 
0 -z 0 0 
-1 .ooo 
0 -1 0 0 
0 000 
-1 000 
0 -1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 
~000000 1 
EJS I I 
.O .o 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 
0 o-1 0 10 0 0 1 
0 
00100001 I- 
00001001 
0 00000101 
0 0 o-1 0 0 0 1 1 
F 
_’ , 
- \ 
-- 
1 
F 
1 
1 
z 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
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The boundary matrix (ai, j), 3 < i < 12, 1~ j < 12, denotes the first order 
approximation to ~/c?v on the boundary by means of linear interpolation 
[9, p. 371, where u is the direction in Figure l(a). On the points P3- P,, 
P6-P8, P,,, P,,, which have the discrete interior point property, the conclu- 
sions in Theorem 6 hold. However, on the points P,, P,,, which have not the 
discrete interior point property, Theorem 6 is not valid. 
EXAMPLE 3. 
-Au=0 in Q, 
au 
-=g on 1. 
an 
The finite element method by piecewise linear polynomials with mesh points 
in Figure l(c) leads to 
0 1 0 -f 0-i 0 0 
-1 0 -f 2 -f 0 0 0 
0 -1 0 -f 2-i 0 0 
0 0 0 0-i 1 0 -f 
-1 0-i 0 0 0 2 0 
o-1 0 0 0-i 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0-i 0 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -f 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
-1 0 0 
i 0 0 
1-f 0 
-; 2 -; 
0-i 2 
0 0-i 
2 
2= 
2 
2 
2 
-4 
-4 
2 _ 
2 
0 . 
2 
2 
3 
-7 
-7 
3 _ - 
In this case, the boundary matrix (a,, j), 3 < i < 12, 1~ j < 12, denotes the 
approximation to a/an as the natural boundary condition with an applica- 
tion of Green’s formula. On the points P4, P,, P,, P8, which have the discrete 
interior point property, the conclusions of Theorem 6 are valid. However, on 
the points P3, P6, P,, P,,, which have not the discrete interior point property, 
we cannot determine whether or not Theorem 6 holds. It is noted that on the 
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FIG. 2. Mesh points and directions (h = 1, N = 2, M = 10). 
points P,,, PII, which have the discrete interior point property, the discrete 
minimum principles are valid. 
EXAMPLE 4. We consider the following equations associated with the 
finite difference method with mesh points and directions as in Figure 2: 
-4-1; 0 0 0 
-141 0 0 0 
o-1 o-1 o-1 1 0 
0 o-1 o-1 o-1 
----_J---_--__--_--__--_---------_--_--__-- 
O0 ; & -- o-~000000 Js 
1 
OO-JS : -- ; 0000000 
00 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
00 0 o-1 1000000 
o-1 0 0 0 0100000 
-10 
0 0 0 0010000 
-10 0 0 0 0001000 
o-1 0 0 0 0000100 
-10’0 0 0 0000010 
o-1 0 0 0 1 0000001 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
l= 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
f 
_- 
6 
0 
0 . 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Inthiscase, g1,={1,2}, ~M={7,8,9,10,11,12), &,={3,4,5,6},and 
However, on the points P3, P4, which have not the discrete interior point 
property, we have 
12 12 
C u3 jwj'O> 
j=l ' 
1 a4 jwj < 0. 
j=l ' 
4. APPLICATION 
Let s2 be the circular domain in R2 given by 
Q= {(rl,x2)~R2; x;+x;<l). 
We consider the radiation cooling problem with the nonlinear boundary 
condition obeying Newton’s law of cooling: 
-Au+u=O in tit, 
E=g(r,u) 
(8) 
on P. 
Here u(x) represents the absolute temperature, so that u(x) is required to be 
positive. We assume that 
(H-l) g(x, u) is twice continuously differentiable in 2 for all u, 
(H-2) g(x,O) > 0, g(x, 1) = 0, 
(H-3) gJx, u) = ag/au < 0 in a for u > 0, 
(H-4) g”,(x, u) SE a2g/au2 < 0 in a for u > 0. 
Under these hypotheses, Cohen [5] established the uniqueness and existence 
of the positive solution of (8). 
For the discrete problem of (8), mesh points are constructed, for example, 
as shown in Figure 3. By using the finite difference method and the first 
order approximation to a/an, we have the following nonlinear algebraic 
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FIG. 3. Circular domain and mesh points. 
equations: 
We note that the coefficients ai,i, 1~ i, j < N + M, satisfy all conditions of 
Theorem 6 and G+‘~ is the empty set. Also all the boundary points have the 
discrete interior point property and 
N+M 
c ai,j>O, l=zigN. 
j=l 
00) 
Then, we can prove the uniqueness of the positive solution wi > 0, 1~ i < N 
+ M, of (9) by applying the discrete maximum principles. 
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Proof of the uniqueness of the positive solution of (9). Let 
(w,, u+P..., Wv+‘%4),(Yn Y2,***9 Yiv+A.f) be the two positive solutions of (9). 
By putting zi = wi - yi, 1 Q i < N + M, we have 
N+M 
C ai,jzj=O, 
j=l 
l<idN, (II) 
=g(Pi3wi)-g(Pi,Yi)2 N+l<i<N+M. 02) 
Assume that there exists some i, (1~ i, $ N + M) such that zi, > 0 (or 
zi, < 0). 
Consider the case zi, > 0. Thus, maxi d j d N+M zj = z, > 0. If 1 Q T < N, 
then an application of Theorem 4 leads to 
zj = 2, > 0, l<j<N+M. 
However, this solution cannot satisfy (11), because of (10). Hence, we have 
N + 1~ r < N + M. By applying Theorem 6, we get 
N+M 
C a,,jzj>O. 
j = 1 
03) 
On the other hand, from (12) and (H-3), it follows that 
N + M 
ca r, jZj = g(‘rY wr> - g(P,Y ,> = gU(prp t)‘r < O with y,<E<w,. 
j=l 
This is a contradiction to (13). 
In the case zi, < 0, we have a similar contradiction. Therefore, we obtain 
zi = 0, 1~ i Q N + M. This implies the uniqueness of the positive solution. 
Thus, the proof is complete. W 
For the finite element approximation, we may refer to [14]. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the discrete matrix equations associated with the elliptic boundary 
value problem, it is desirable to reduce the number of the boundary points 
belonging to 8, as much as possible, in order to obtain good numerical 
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solutions from the viewpoint of the maximum principles. The most desirable 
feature is that not only is ~5’~ the empty set, but also all the boundary points 
have the discrete interior point property. In particular, for the finite element 
approximation with piecewise linear polynomials and lumping operator, this 
property is easily satisfied by the appropriate triangulation of nonnegative 
type [41. 
The author would like to thank the referee for his valuable comments. 
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